
 

Study hints magic mushrooms can alter how
you feel about nature (and politics)
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Long-held beliefs can become entrenched over time, making them hard
to change. But psychedelics might provide a way to alter them, a study
suggests.

Researchers have been exploring psilocybin, the psychedelic compound
found in magic mushrooms, as a potential therapeutic avenue for a small
group of patients with depression who do not respond to mainstream
treatments – with initial results suggesting a lasting reduction in
symptoms.

Now, analysis of data from these same patients has hinted that the
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psychedelic substance could lead to lasting changes in outlook as well,
including how people feel about the natural environment and even their
political views.

According to the researchers, patients report feeling more connected to
nature months after treatment with a dose of psilocybin. In addition, they
show a general shift along an axis of authoritarian and libertarian
viewpoints.

The researchers caution that while these preliminary findings are
interesting, more work is needed to find out if these changes are directly
due to the drug or another factor, and if the effect can be replicated in
larger numbers of patients.

The Psychedelic Research Group (PRG) at Imperial recruited volunteers
with treatment resistant depression as part of a small proof of concept
trial. Seven volunteers, with treatment resistant depression, took two oral
doses of psilocybin (10mg and 25mg, one week apart) in a clinical
setting and were provided with psychological support throughout the
process.

In previously published work, the group reported findings from scans to
monitor changes in brain activity. In a paper published recently in the 
Journal of Psychopharmacology, they report additional findings from
questionnaires used to assess the volunteers' political perspectives as well
as how connected they felt to the natural environment.

Before treatment, study volunteers were asked to rate to what level they
agreed with a number of statements, such as 'My ideal vacation spot
would be in a remote, wilderness area' or statements of authoritarian or
libertarian viewpoints, such as 'For some crimes, the death penalty is the
most appropriate sentence'. They were then asked to complete the same
questionnaires again a week after the treatment and then 7 to 12 months
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later.

Changing perspectives

A comparison of scores from before and after treatment revealed a
statistically significant change in responses, indicating a potential shift in
their mindset after treatment.

The data show that psilocybin treatment was linked with an average
increase in scores for the nature-relatedness questionnaire, indicating
patients felt more connected to their environment, with a statistically
significant change in score several months after treatment.

The team also observed a change in scores for the Libertarian-
Authoritarian questionnaire, with the extent to which volunteers agreed
with authoritarian statements dropping off. This, say the researchers,
could indicate a shift towards a more libertarian political perspective,
with the effects apparent several months after treatment.

"There was a significant effect on both measures and they more or less
remained up to one year later," said Taylor Lyons, a Ph.D. researcher in
the PRG and first author of the study.

"Our research raises the possibility that taking psilocybin can produce
lasting changes in people's mental outlook and political perspectives.

"Beliefs and attitudes are normally long held and don't really change
much throughout life – people generally don't swing from one end to the
other, they tend to be quite consistent. The participants only took
psilocybin twice, and this change...happened quite rapidly."

The researchers highlight that while the findings are of interest, the study
was carried out in a small number of patients.
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In addition, the study was unable to pick apart whether the
improvements were as a direct consequence of the drug experience or
indirectly, through a general improvement of depressive symptoms
associated with the therapy.

Future studies are now planned to look at the effects of psilocybin in a
larger group, including healthy volunteers without treatment-resistant
depression, which will look to test the parameters.

"Something is happening. Now we need to find out what that is," Lyons
added. "We can't make any claims about the impact of changing political
views, but in terms of nature-relatedness, it could be a positive cycle. If
people can feel more connected to nature, they might spend more time in
their natural environment, and that's been shown to be beneficial to
mental health."

Dr. Robin Carhart-Harris, who leads the research group, said: "The
findings are interesting, but we need to remember that this was a small
study and that further research is needed to find out exactly what's going
on inside the 'black box' of the brain.

"When administered in a therapeutic context, and with appropriate
psychological support, psychedelics hold great potential for patients with
psychiatric conditions who are unresponsive to traditional treatment,
such as antidepressants or talking therapies."

Dr. Carhart-Harris added: "Studies such as this show that these powerful
substances are having a significant effect, but now we need to find
exactly how they are affecting the brain and what is going on in longer
term."

  More information: Taylor Lyons et al. Increased nature relatedness
and decreased authoritarian political views after psilocybin for treatment-
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